Weibull clutter is used as an example in this paper. Based on the serial parallel analysis of Zero-memory non-linear transformation's Weibull distributed clutter algorithm, fine-grained optimization is performed. The fine-grained part uses the cuBLAS library to optimize the performance of convolution calculations. Compared with CUDA shared memory convolution method and GPU parallel matrix multiplication convolution method, its computational performance can be significantly improved under a large amount of data. Simulation results show that the Zero-memory non-linear transformation's Weibull distributed clutter simulation method is optimized and accelerated. The real-time performance of clutter data is significantly improved and its acceleration effect will be better as the amount of clutter data increases. It turns out that through fine-grained optimization, the performance of convolution calculations with large amounts of data is improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of GPU and CUDA parallel computing, when faced with a large amount of data processing, GPUs increase the processing speed which has promoted the development of many fields. Such as medical data processing [1] , radar signal processing [2] and deep learning. But in most cases people only get the speedup by calling the GPU. Finegrained optimization has not been achieved.
In the study of clutter, the continuous collection of measured clutter data will consume a lot of human and financial resources [3] , [4] and the characteristics of clutter are greatly changed due to various factors [5] . Therefore, it is necessary to build a statistical model that fully reflects the characteristics of clutter without a real prototype. How to construct a ground clutter model that is highly similar to the actual environment is one of the important problems faced at this stage [6] . In most practical application scenarios, the clutter signal distribution in radar echoes presents a Weibull distribution which deviates from the Rayleigh distribution. The Weibull distribution model is a good description of dynamic reflection echoes from the ground and seawater surfaces [7] . Zero-memory non-linear transformation (ZMNL) method is a main method to simulate the Weibull clutter.
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The ZMNL method does not need to solve complicated nonlinear equations. However, with the improvement of the detection resolution, the ZMNL method cannot meet the requirements of parameter accuracy and calculation efficiency. The clutter calculation time becomes the bottleneck of the simulation system [8] . Therefore, in order to better simulate the real-time environment, there is corresponding clutter data for each CPI (coherent processing cycle). Due to the use of a single CPU platform for simulation, the clutter simulation with a large amount of data can no longer meet the needs. However, the development of GPU (Graphics Processing Units) and the emergence of CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) parallel computing have greatly increased the computing speed of big data. The single instruction multi-data (SIMD) parallel computer architecture is used to command many thread-level parallel tasks [9] , [10] which improves many algorithms facing the problem of insufficient real-time performance.
This paper proposes a GPU improvement for the Weibull distribution based on the ZMNL method. The fine-grained optimization of convolution under large amounts of data is mainly implemented to greatly improve the performance of convolution calculation. At the same time, the Weibull distribution clutter simulation acceleration of ZMNL is realized which improves the real-time performance of clutter data simulation. VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. ZMNL weibull distribution generation process.
II. CLUTTER SIMULATION PRINCIPLE
The main idea of ZMNL is shown in Fig. 1 . First, a set of Gaussian random sequences is generated by a random number generator, then the Gaussian sequences are correlated by a set of filters, finally a desired non-Gaussian clutter sequence is obtained through a non-linear transformation. The probability density of the Weibull distribution is:
where, p is the shape parameter, q is the scale parameter. The mean and variance are:
The main steps of the algorithm can be described as:
Step1. Generate two independent Gaussian variable sequences x 1 , x 2 ;
Step2. Two Gaussian variables generate Gaussian sequences y 1 , y 2 with Gaussian power spectrum through filter H(w).
Step3. The Gaussian sequence y 1 and y 2 were transformed through several nonlinear transformations to obtain z(k), a clutter sequence with a probability density of Weibull distribution.
B. ZMNL PARALLEL COMPUTING BASED ON CUDA
To generate Weibull distribution sequence by using ZMNL method, Gaussian variable sequence needs to be generated by CUDA first. Gaussian random number generation methods include: inverse function method [11] , central limit theorem method [12] , rejection-acceptance method, recursive method, etc.. The central limit theorem requires a large sample data to generate a probability density with a Gaussian statistical model which is inefficient when performing a large number of data operations. The Gaussian distribution statistical model method commonly used in engineering is the Box-Muller transformation method. Its principle is to transform the intermediate variable and indirectly obtain the inverse transformation of the Gaussian probability distribution. It can generate a random number model with Gaussian probability density. The inverse transformation of the form has higher calculation efficiency. This paper uses the Box-Muller method to generate Gaussian random number sequences. In Fig. 1 , two Gaussian sequence variables with w 1 and w 2 are generated. When these two Gaussian sequences are generated, there is no correlation in timing and logic. By combining them into a parallel branch, task parallelism can be achieved. According to the Sun and Ni's law [13] in parallel computing, under the condition that the storage space is allowed, the computational amount should be increased as much as possible under the specified time requirement. Two-channel parallelism improves execution efficiency and improves generation efficiency through instruction set optimization. CUDA provides two methods for generating random numbers. One is on the host side and the other is on the device side. Each of these two methods has advantages and disadvantages but the uniformly distributed random number generation method on the host side is more conducive to large data operations. In the calculation process of the Weibull distribution, the data calculation in each individual link can be highly parallelized. The filter H (w) generates the filter coefficients by the CPU and the related Gaussian sequence obtains Gaussian power through one-dimensional discrete convolution Spectrum. The coefficient of the filter H (w) is small, and can be calculated by the CPU.
When using a filter H (w) to perform a convolution operation on a Gaussian sequence, if the length of the Gaussian sequence is L and the number of filter coefficients is n, the convolution needs to calculate L × n multiplications and n × (L − 1) addition. As shown in Fig.2 , when calculating a large amount of clutter data, the length of L can reach 100K or even 1M and when the number of filter coefficients is constant, the calculation takes a long time.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF ACCELERATED HOTSPOTS BASED ON CUDA
In this paper, cuBLAS library in CUDA is used to optimize the fine granularity for the problem that the filter H (w) takes a long time to calculate the convolution under a large amount of data.
A. CONVOLUTION CALCULATION OPTIMIZATION
The cuBLAS library is an implementation of BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutine) on the CUDA runtime.
The GPU uses the cuBLAS library to perform efficient parallel matrix operations in serial and "batch" mode and uses single-precision (sp) floating-point operations, which significantly increase the calculation speed [14] , [15] .
For convolution, the current main algorithms are GEMM, FFT, Winograd [16] . Winograd algorithm was used to replace the time-consuming operation (multiplication) with nontime-consuming operation (addition) to achieve the purpose of reducing the algorithm time and obtain better acceleration effects but the optimization effect was limited. Aiming at the acceleration of convolution computation in GPU, matrix multiplication is used to realize in a variety of deep learning frameworks, such as Caffe. Its convolution computation has significant acceleration performance. FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is also a convolution acceleration method. But because the filter H (w) coefficients are less, the gap between the convolution kernel and the input sequence is too large. In the clutter calculation of large data volume, its acceleration effect is not ideal compared with traditional methods [17] .
For the calculation of Gaussian power spectrum by convolution of Gaussian data in ZMNL method, one-dimensional convolution parallel operation can be performed using matrix multiplication gemm, which is analyzed as a traditional method. Take the convolution array A = {a1, a2, a3} and the convolution kernel B = {b1, b2, b3} as an example. The convolution result is C = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}, which can be Listed as follows:
When the matrix operation function gemm in cuBLAS is called for matrix calculation, the calculation speed of the larger matrix is greatly different under the same calculation amount. For example, the dimension of matrix A is m × n, and the dimension of matrix B is n × k. Expand m by p times, and reduce k by p times. Without changing the calculation of m × k, that is, change its matrix dimension without changing the amount of matrix calculation. when p is different, its calculation effect is quite different. The same test was performed on the gemv function, and the results show that the performance of gemv in different dimensions is also quite different [18] . when using the Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer to perform the convolution operation using the gemm matrix multiplication method, it was found that the calculation efficiency was low due to the large difference between the convolution array and the convolution kernel. The batch and software pipeline methods are used for optimization, but the batch calculation reduces the single data calculation amount, and the low data amount is not conducive to the highperformance parallel characteristics of the GPU [19] .
The hardware conditions are: CPU Intel i5-8300H and GPU 1050Ti. Assume that the matrix dimensions are m = 1000 × p, n = 1000, k = 1000/p, the abscissa is the value of p, and the ordinate is GFLOPS (1 billion floatingpoint operations per second) The floating-point operation speed of each matrix dimension is very different under the same calculation amount but different matrix dimensions. As shown in Fig.3 , the GFLOPS of the matrix operation gradually decreases from 782 to less than 182 as the p value increases.
Assume that the matrix dimensions are m = 1000, n = 1000/p, k = 1000, the abscissa is the value of p, and the ordinate is the length of time it takes to calculate. The amount of calculation decreases with the increase of p, and the time taken continues to decrease. As shown in Fig. 4 , the decreasing trend of time consumption is obvious from p = 1 to p = 10, and then the decreasing trend of time consumption is not obvious as p increases. The time consumption gradually decreased with the increase of p value, and gradually decreased from 1.1ms to 0.08ms.
By analyzing the calculation characteristics of different matrix dimensions, this paper deduces a ConvC acceleration method suitable for cuBLAS for convolution calculations. Suppose L is the length of a Gaussian random number sequence, and n is the number of filter coefficients. If L can be decomposed into an M × N row matrix, then set i = N − (n − 1), extend to the k th row, and set K =(k − 1) × N − (n − 1), matrix A can be transformed into a matrix of (M + 1) × (N + n − 1) dimension, and matrix B can be transformed into (N + n − 1) × N-dimensional matrix.
The specific changes are as follows.
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In matrix A, n − 1 zero elements are filled before the first Gaussian sequence. The result of multiplying the row vector of the first M rows by each column vector of matrix B is each element in the result of the convolution calculation. Due to the limited number of elements in each row, when calculating the first n − 1 elements of the N th element in each row, it is impossible to provide the subsequent n − 1 elements of its convolution operation. Each row needs to be extended to fill in the n − 1 elements after the Gaussian sequence of the current row, and the number of columns is set to N + n − 1 to ensure the convolution calculation of the subsequent n − 1 elements, and The n-1th element of the last row of A is supplemented by N zero elements to complete the matrix. Since the last N -(n − 1) elements of the result of matrix multiplication are zero elements, the convolution array can be calculated by removing them. In matrix B, the first column sequentially distributes the elements in the convolution kernel in the first n rows in reverse order, and then fills out N −1 zero elements in the subsequent. Each subsequent column moves the n convolution kernel elements of the previous column down, and adds zero elements at the vacant positions, creating a total of N columns.
The values of M and N in L = M × N , and setting the weighting value as p, then L = (M × p) × (N /p). The dimension of matrix A can be (M × p + 1) × (N /p + n − 1), and the dimension of matrix B is (N /p + n − 1) × (N /p)x. The matrix dimension has variability. Suppose the length of the sequence L is 1M, and the length of the convolution kernel is 20, and M = N = 1000, that is, L = (1000 × p) × (1000/p), when p is 1, the dimension of matrix A is (1000 + 1) × (1000 + 20 − 1), and the dimension of matrix B is (1000 + 20 − 1) × 1000. When p is 2, the dimension of matrix A is (2000 + 1) × (500 + 20 − 1), and the dimension of matrix B is (500 + 1) × (500 + 20 − 1). According to the calculation characteristics of the cuBLAS gemm function shown in Fig. 3 and 4 , by changing the matrix row and column dimensions, the convolution operation can obtain shorter calculation time and higher floating-point calculation performance, thereby achieving the acceleration effect of the convolution calculation. Under the current amount of data, the element operation amount required to create a matrix by the classic method is L × n + n × 1, and the total number of elements of the matrix A and B required to calculate the operation amount by the method in this article is (M + 1 + N )×(N +n−1). According to Table 1 , when the data amount is 10K, 100K, 1M, the element operation amount required by the traditional method is 200020, 2000020, 20000020, and the ConvC element amount is 23919, 153519, 2039019. It can be seen that the amount of operations required to create matrix elements by the classic method of classic convolution is about 10 times more than that of this method, which is nearly an order of magnitude more than that of this method, and the preprocessing time is long and time-consuming.
B. OPTIMIZATION OF SHARED MEMORY CONVOLUTION CALCULATIONS
Shared memory is a high-speed memory space located in each stream processor (SM). Its main function is to store data that all threads in a thread block will frequently access. Shared memory is on-chip memory, and its access latency is only a few clock cycles, which is much lower than the access latency of hundreds of global memory clock cycles [20] . In addition to global memory and shared memory, CUDA also supports constant memory. Constant memory is used to store data that will not change during the execution of the kernel function. It has two characteristics, one is cache, and the other is that it supports a single value Broadcast to each thread of the thread bundle, saving a lot of visits [21] . The CUDA shared memory method was used to reduce the data access delay in thread blocks, and to optimize the computational efficiency of general sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) [22] . GPU was used to realize the multi-scale Retinex image enhancement algorithm [23] .
In the convolution calculation of the Gaussian sequence, the Gaussian sequence generates n multiplexes between the n th and (L − n) elements. Since each thread performs a convolution calculation, it takes a large amount of global memory access overhead. The access speed of shared memory is one order of magnitude higher than global memory, so shared storage units can be used instead of global storage units. The filter coefficients do not change during the running of the kernel function. We can use cudaCopyToSymbol to store them in constant memory for storage optimization. If X blocks are allocated, an equal amount of shared memory is allocated in each block, and Y threads are allocated in a thread block. Each thread completes a convolution calculation and completes L + n − 1 times. Gaussian sequence is split into X segments, and each segment of data is stored in the shared storage space of the corresponding thread block, which can reduce the global memory access by n × L. And because the filter coefficients do not change during the execution of the kernel function, the filter coefficients are set to constant memory. the thread memory mechanism of the constant memory is used to improve the data access speed in the thread. By assigning Gaussian sequences to shared memory and allocating filter coefficients to constant memory, the number of times to access global memory can be greatly reduced, thereby reducing the calculation time of the kernel function. And because cuBLAS has an initialization time of about 200ms, if only a small amount of clutter data needs to be generated at one time, the shared memory method is a good choice. The shared memory method is compared with the method in this experiment in Section 4.
The GPU optimized algorithm of ZMNL method is ZMNL-CU method and the process of generating Weibull distribution using it is shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The sampling frequency is set to F s = 1000Hz, f 3dB = 50Hz, the shape of the power spectrum is Gaussian power spectrum, and the sampling points are set to 1 × 105.
The selected experimental platform CPU is Intel i5-8300, GPU is Nvidia 1050Ti, software platform is Visual Studio 2013, CUDA version is 10.0, the ZMNL-CU algorithm is used to simulate and accelerate the Weibull distribution. Set the shape parameter to p and the scale parameter to q, the comparison between the obtained results and the theoretical curve is shown in a, b, c, d.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the probability density of the simulated K-distribution sequence can fit the theoretical curve well under multiple shape parameters. Therefore, the ZMNL-CU algorithm can accurately simulate the Weibull distribution.
Considering that there are many current convolution methods, using the FFT method to perform convolution tests on a large amount of data and 20 numbers of convolution kernels. Because the convolution kernel is small and the difference from the convolution sequence is too large, the FFT method is used for H1 Filtering, which is not as effective as the classic convolution method. Using cuFFT improves the FFT efficiency of the CPU several times, but still cannot exceed the computational performance of the gemm method in cuBLAS. Therefore, the GPU-based gemm method and shared memory convolution method are compared with the method ConvC in this paper. When the Weibull distribution is simulated, the number of H (w) filter coefficients is selected to 20, and the convolution kernels of 20 numbers are tested with different calculations. In Fig. 7 , the ordinate is the acceleration multiple of the GPU convolution method compared to the CPU convolution calculation time, and the abscissa is the amount of calculated data that is convolved with the filter coefficients.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the method in this paper passes the test and selects the appropriate row and column transformation to accelerate the convolution. Compared with the traditional method (gemm) and shared memory (shared) method, the speed can be increased up to about 8 times, and the acceleration effect is optimal under the data volume of about 1M. In Fig. 8 , the method in this article is compared with the convolution function vslsConvExec in the MKL mathematical library [24] . Convolution methods include FFT method and direct convolution method. The VSL_ CONV_ MODE_AUTO method in the MKL convolution function vslsConvExec is used in the experiment, so that the fastest method can be automatically selected for convolution. The experimental results show that the method in this paper can achieve a speedup of about 6 times compared to the MKL mathematical library. When the amount of data is small, the acceleration effect is only about 2 times. As the amount of data increases, the acceleration effect is significantly improved, and it is optimal when the amount of data is 1M. Therefore, in the case of a large amount of data and a small convolution kernel, using this method to perform convolution calculation has obvious advantages.
The GPU acceleration effect on the Weibull distribution is shown in Table 2 .
It can be known from Table 2 that under 1K data amount, the GPU calculation speed is not as good as the CPU because the calculation amount is too small. At 100K data amount, the calculation efficiency increases and the acceleration ratio reaches 7.67. With 10M data volume, the acceleration ratio can reach 20.12 and the calculation efficiency is significantly improved. Experiments show that when using the CPU to generate clutter data, the calculation time is about linear improvement. Under a large amount of data, the calculation time is serious. When the GPU is used to calculate a small amount of data, its computational efficiency is not significantly improved. However, when computing a large amount of data, GPU parallel computing has more obvious advantages than CPU computing. Significant speedups can be achieved when using the GPU to simulate Weibull distributions.
V. CONCLUSION
The CUDA and cuBLAS libraries are used to optimize and improve the ZMNL's Weibull distribution in this paper. It is proposed that when the number of convolution arrays and the number of convolution kernels are greatly different, the convolution parallel computing method is used to solve the bottleneck problem encountered in the improvement of the algorithm, and it has good acceleration performance. The results show that in clutter simulation, a large number of calculations and problems with poor real-time performance can be optimized with fine granularity, and the calculation speed is greatly improved. When the amount of data is gradually increased, the acceleration effect is also more obvious, and the maximum acceleration ratio can reach 20 times. The improvement of GPU parallel computing on the optimization of convolution performance can be applied in many areas where convolution exists, so that the corresponding calculation speed is further improved. 
